Zhejiang Seming Electronic Co., Ltd
Name: Strip
Model: /
LED QTY: 30,60,72,90,120,144,168,240leds/m
Size: /
Weight: /
Certificate: CE,RoHS,FCC

Specification
Max Power
Lumens
Voltage
Lifespan
LED quantity

4.8w/m,9.6w/m,12w/m
7-8LM/LED, 11-12LM/LED
DC3V,DC3.6VDC4.5V
30,000 Hours
30,60,72,90,120,144,168,240

Net Weight
Outer Carton Size

Size

/

Output Current

/

Quality grade
Package
CRI
Waterproof rate

/

Pro/lux/budget
5m/roll
80
IP20/IP65/IP67/IP68

Material

Description：
LED strip light is comprised of an elongated flexible strip of printed circuit board (PCB) utilizing two or more electrically
conductive traces to supply electrical power, a plurality of light-emitting diodes (LED) attached alongside the front surface
of the flexible strip and electrically coupled to the conductive traces, and a length of adhesive along the back surface of the
flexible strip. LED strip lights typically use 5050 or 3528 RGB SMD LEDs for single-color or multi-color (RGB)
illumination. These flexible LED strips can be used for architectural lighting, sign letter lighting, concealed lighting, perimeter
lighting amongst many other applications. They are a cool and efficient way to decorate tables, TV rooms, bedrooms and
closets. They can also serve as eye catching special effects at stores and expo booths. LED light strips are slim and discreet
lighting products which may be mounted directly on most surfaces to present professional-quality lighting effects. Its adhesive
back and flexible body allows it to adhere to any clean and dry surface. And with its connectors, LED strip light is able to
make sharp turns around corners. The LED strip is cuttable and linkable. It can be cut every 5 or 10 cm along the cutting
marks, without damaging the rest strips.

Benefits of the LED strip light:
1. LED light strip creates new and exciting, vibrant color lighting effects that were once impossible to achieve.
2. Environment friendly, no radiation, no mercury, no flicker, no harm to human eyes.
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3. Energy-saving, low power consumption, stable performance.
4. Low voltage, less heat generated, safe to use
5. This strip comes with a 3M self-adhesive backing tape for easy application to almost any clean surface.
6. Light and flexible, can be formed around curves, easy to install, can be connected together or be cut down per 5cm.
7. Long life span
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